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Introduction 

My findings support my hypothesis. My hypothesis is can we 
have natural medicine instead of chemicals one? Does any disease 
have medicine? Can we success at our life? And other hypothesis 
that I explain it in manuscript. I found lots of medicine that we 
can use it instead of chemicals one and have good research about 
scrupulous disease and I found some cures for specific diseases and 
I reached a point that it’s about remedies that we can use it for our 
illness instead of some chemicals medicine. Instead of medicine and 
medical science I found the exact bones of our body (anatomy) and 
except these I say some information about other fields of study and 
said it in my manuscript. I hope this information help people and I 
think that this information is necessary for general health and it is 
important for all patients and people and these information will be  

 
help medical experts and other doctors and other fields of study like 
astronomy and pharmacognosy and help other kind of study that 
their research rely on my manuscript. Everybody finds sorrow in 
his/herself and doesn’t know the reason of that wash his/her head. 
Eat grape because it destroys sorrow from you. Eat basil because it 
digests your food and reveals pain and opens vessels and increases 
your appetite. If a person doesn’t eat one dinner, one vessel in 
his/her body will die and never be alive. Put on shoes because it 
increases your eyesight. Row hair, destroy pain and with that we 
don’t need any medicine. Until your body can tolerate the pain avoid 
from medicine (don’t eat medicine) and then when your body can’t 
tolerate from pain eat medicine. with your pain until you can tolerate 
that, tolerate. Drinking medicine without illness although a person 
can survive but it cause unpleasantness. For friendship between 

Abstract

First of all I found lots of medicine for lots of diseases like phlegm and sore throat and headache and etc. I stated a Therapy 
for scrupulous and other kind of disease like this. Except disease and medical science and medicine and astronomy I have some 
other research into/on other fields of study. I found how stars moves at constellation and they have two general movements and 
in conclusion I say some of my studies here. You drink water at standup stance it can cause you sweat a lot. My findings support 
my hypothesis. My hypothesis is can we have natural medicine instead of chemicals one? Does any disease have medicine? Can 
we success at our life? And other hypothesis that I explain it in manuscript .When you want to drink water, suck the water and 
don’t swill(guzzle water(don’t drink it suddenly)because it can Three things increase your memory and take away phlegm:1.
frankincense 2.Toothbrush 3.read quran. Vessels irrigate whole body, bones keep organs, brawn(muscle) keeps bones and nerve 
keeps brawn(muscle).Eat beet because it digests your food and the leaf of that helps you to urinate properly(:to urinate completely. 
At night don’t eat Fig a lot but at day eat a lot. For sore throat drink milk. Matrimony(marriage)struggle can lead to heart illness. 
Large raisin takes away sorrow and tiredness. Eat walnut at winter, makes kidney warm. Eat cheese because it makes you to sleep 
and digests your food. At camel milk there is a cure for diarrhea. Apple destroys cholera. Beef meat with beet destroy white spot 
that appear at skin. Mushroom is a cure for eyes. Chickpea (pea)is good for backache. Teenagers that eat breakfast although they 
give lots of calories but in contrast to teenagers that don’t eat breakfast have lower weight. Children that don’t eat breakfast gain 
weight and they are in danger of becoming fat. There is a meat in human body that if it is healthy and works properly the rest organs 
or other parts of body becomes healthy and works properly but if it isn’t the rest organs or other parts of body can’t work properly 
and becomes healthy and that meat is heart.
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couples read 1001 a blessed name (دودولا ) on currant (raisin) or 
food(meal) of couples until both of them eat from that and it cause 
friendship between them if God wants. Drinking honey cause your 
body growth. Wash legs with cold water after take shower safes you 
from headache. When we exit from bathroom not only in summer 
but also in winter we use cover for our head because of prevention 
of headache. The first thing that God created was water and from 
that everything appeared. Everybody brushes twice everyday, his/
her toothache will be disappeared and his/her memory will be 
increased and his/her teeth will be cleaned. Eating wild animals 
meat and beef meat a lot can cause imbecile and forgetfulness. 
Eating fish and egg with each other can cause toothache and colic 
(gripe). If someone massages a dead, and dead becomes alive I 
don’t deny that. God prohibits we because if a person drinks wine 
he/she will kill someone or says sth to god for example tell a lie 
that God for example has this or that feature that God doesn’t have 
that and do some job like crime and thuggery. There is a meat in 
human body that if it is healthy and works properly the rest organs 
or other parts of body becomes healthy and works properly but if 
it isn’t the rest organs or other parts of body can’t work properly 
and becomes healthy and that meat is heart. If you want to run 
away from gravity of black hole you should run away at a speed of 
1 billion and 80 million Km. Stars are saving us not to sink at space. 
Everybody wants his/her bladder not to get disease doesn’t keep 
his/her urination. Lengthen your mealtime because the moment 
of that doesn’t include your lifetime. Eat your food when you have 
an appetite and don’t eat food when your appetite remains. E). 
Everybody finds sorrow in his/herself and doesn’t know the reason 
of that wash his/her head. Eat grape because it destroys sorrow 
from you. Eat basil because it digests your food and reveals pain 
and opens vessels and increases your appetite. If a person doesn’t 
eat one dinner, one vessel in his/her body will die and never be 
alive. Put on shoes because it increases your eyesight. s. Brushing 
teeth a lot although it can shine teeth but instead makes the root of 
teeth week. Melon melts bladder stone. If a person used to eat egg 
every day he/she will have freckles. Eat quince because it increases 
your mentality and destroys opacity(obscurity) in eyes. If someone 
eats melon before food his/her stomach will be washed. For curing 
fever, use 210 grams sugar and dissolve that in cold water and 
drink that when you are hungry. Put on soft cloth and take shower 
a lot cause you get fat and eat egg a lot cause you will be thin. Eat 
less amount of fish because fish melts body. Comb hair takes away 
phlegm. Matrimony (marriage) struggle can lead to heart illness. 
Research shows that couples that suffer from marriage struggle 
34% more than other people cause heart illness, if you write this 

subject in the Internet maybe the information you see are a lot but 
I explain this in one sentence. Everybody has marriage struggle is 
exposed to heart illness actually he/she put his wife in his heart 
and this struggle between them cause that husband fights with 
the place that his wife or her husband is in it I mean his/her heart 
that is false and humans should only put god in their heart and 
not anyone else. Comb eyebrow safes you from leprosy and comb 
beard strenghten teeth. Look at current water gives strenght to eye. 
If hair grows, eyesight will be decreased and if you cut your hair 
your eyesight will be increased. Think about the time of day and 
night that how it’s good for people, at the most the time (day time) 
don’t pass 15 hours. If the time of day becomes 100 or 200 hours all 
of the animals and plants destroy but animals because at this long 
time don’t place and resident and beasts at this long day should find 
food and humans at this time (whole Long time) should do their job 
and they should more active it’s clear that this can destroy them. 
But plants from sun fervency(heat) at this long time dry and burn. 
This is a very easy thing just choose a song that fit with that thing 
you want to commit to memory not with your styles then you will 
see you can commit that thing to memory just one time without 
listening to the music some parts of that you want to remind and 
commit to memory then with listening to the music again, this work 
means remind and commit to memory that thing you want , this 
method can remind you after years that parts that you listen to them 
a lot again I say this method maybe doesn’t remind the things you 
commit to memory after years but this method reminds the things 
that you listen to them a lot . This method has lots of advantages 
that I hope you will find them by yourself. Geology observations 
show that in ice age the amount of conservatory gaseous among 
methane are less one tenth and whereas the exit of this gas at some 
specific geology age can lead to finish freezing. We can pattern from 
this plan and send biological species makes warm and favorable the 
surface of the mars. The matter with that we can reparation ozone 
layer that’s magnesium and ammonia nitrate. Of course for creating 
life at mars has lots of ways we can place gaseous and waters that 
contain ciano bacteria at rockets and place another vital things at 
mars , now the question is why we do this high expense activity? 
one reason is there are mines in the mars that they are so important 
and the other thing that we can understand is before us what were 
things live I mean if we can create a life like earth in mars we 
certainly understand before us what were animals or things live, 
besides we can achieve some documents about our solar system 
and the mars. Sun sparks are energy eruption on the surface of the 
sun. It seems that they contact with macules(maculas). One spark is 
an eruption that takes a short time. 
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